759BLS3 PAPERSTONETM METROTM
Designed as an eco-friendly knife, Buck ® has definitely
gone “green” with this new version of the Metro™. WIth
handles made of 100% post-consumer Paperstone™, this
knife is as environmentally-friendly as it is practical.
According to research, Paperstone™ is considered the
most “green” surface in the market today. The Metro™ is
practical in the sense it’s small enough to fit on a key
chain while integrating a bottle and soda can opener into a
handle.
Blade 1-1/8” drop point, 420HC steel
Length/Weight 2-3/8” closed, 1.2 oz.
Handle 100% post-consumer recycled Paperstone™

PAPERSTONETM
Paperstone™- Certified: certified by the Forest Stewardship Council or
FSC, Smartwood and the Rainforest Alliance. It is the only architectural
surface on the market today made from 100% post-consumer waste
paper and certified by these demanding third parties. It is the “greenest”
architectural surface on the market today.

735 X-TRACT ESSENTIALTM
Slim, convenient and useful. Buck ® continues to create
innovative one-hand multi-tools.
Blade 3” drop point, 420HC stainless steel
Length/Weight 4-3/8” closed, 4.5 oz.
Handle Thermoplastic sides, steel frame
Tools #2 Phillips screwdriver, flathead screwdriver,
spring-loaded scissors, metal lanyard loop
and a stainless steel pocket clip
Model #
Black 735BKS
Blue 735BLS
Platinum 735PLS

735BKS

735BLS
735PLS

301GYS STOCKMAN®
Traditional, convenient and multi-purpose. The traditional Stockman ® is
the largest three-bladed knife available from Buck®. This knife offers a
classic charcoal Dymondwood® handle. The clip point blade is good for
detail work, the spey blade is perfect for skinning or sweeping knife
strokes and the sheepsfoot blade is perfect for giving a clean cut,
especially on flat cutting surfaces.
Blade Clip, spey and sheepsfoot, 420HC steel
Length/Weight 3-7/8” closed, 2.9 oz.
Handle Charcoal Dymondwood® with nickel silver bolsters
Sheath Leather with clip

305GYS LANCERTM
Traditional, convenient and multi-purpose. Buck’s smallest two-bladed
pocket knife, the Lancer™ has the clip blade for detail work and the
coping blade is designed to be used in tight spots or curved patterns.
The charcoal Dymondwood® handle gives it a classic and attractive look.
Blade Clip and coping, 420HC steel
Length/Weight 2-5/8” closed, .7 oz.
Handle Charcoal Dymondwood® with nickel silver bolsters
Sheath Leather

Every American boy dreams of the day when he gets his first pocket knife. For generations, that pocket
knife has been from Buck . These multi-purpose folders are more than just knives, they are companions
®

as you navigate the outdoors and explore life. The pocket knives are as American as Buck .
®

VANTAGETM
Smooth, lightweight and one-hand opening. This series of knives offer an ultra smooth, one-hand
opening and lock open using a stainless steel liner lock. These knives are built with two stainless
steel liners for extra durability and safety. Each knife has an ergonomic grip and the drop point
blade offers remarkable cutting ability. With multiple blade steel options and handle materials,
the Vantage™ is ideal for an everyday carrying knife.

340BKS/345BKS VANTAGETM - Select
Blade 340BKS: 2-5/8” drop point, 420HC steel
345BKS: 3-1/4” drop point, 420HC steel
Length/Weight 340BKS: 3-3/4" closed, 2.3 oz.
345BKS: 4-3/8" closed, 4 oz.
Handle Black glass reinforced nylon
Clip Stainless steel, reversible

340BKS

345BKS

346GYS VANTAGETM - Avid
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Clip

3-1/4” drop point, 13C26 Sandvik™ steel
4-3/8" closed, 4 oz.
Charcoal Dymondwood®
Stainless steel, reversible

347BKS VANTAGETM - Pro
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Clip
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3-1/4” drop point, S30V stainless steel
4-3/8" closed, 4 oz.
Contoured black G10
Stainless steel, reversible

460BKX GAMUTTM
Innovative, all-purpose folding utility knife. Offered as an everyday
carry folder, this knife has a black rubber overmold handle and a
420J2 clip point blade that will safely serve your needs. The clip
point blade ensures extra control and the abundant belly on the
blade provides an edge for increased slicing performance.
Blade 3-7/8” clip, partially serrated, 420J2 steel
Length/Weight 4-5/8” closed, 4.5 oz.
Handle Thermoplastic base with rubber overmold
Sheath Heavy-duty nylon

ONE-HAND
OPENING
& CLOSING
Buck® Knives offers one-hand open
and close models to accommodate
one simple fact of everyday life: the
other hand is often busy.

FOLDING BUCKLITE MAXTM
Easy handling, lightweight and reliable. These knives have a lockback design and a high clip
placement for discreet and comfortable carry.

484BKS FOLDING BUCKLITE
MAXTM SMALL
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Clip

2-3/4” drop point, 420HC steel
4” closed, 1.6 oz.
Black glass reinforced nylon
Stainless steel

482BKS FOLDING BUCKLITE
MAXTM MEDIUM
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Clip

3” drop point, 420HC steel
4-3/8” closed, 2.6 oz.
Black glass reinforced nylon
Stainless steel

486BKS FOLDING BUCKLITE
MAXTM LARGE
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Clip

3-5/8” drop point, 420HC steel
5” closed, 3.1 oz.
Black glass reinforced nylon
Stainless steel

ERGOHUNTER SMALL GAME™
Ergonomic design, improving hunting performance. This series of knives has a new, innovative
design exclusive to comfort and control for hunters needing a reliable small game knife. The
small Wharncliffe blade is designed with a dull backbone that allows the blade to be held with
a finger for maximum control.

491RWS ERGOHUNTER SMALL
GAMETM - Avid
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Sheath

2-1/2” Wharncliffe, Sandvik™12C27Mod steel
7-1/4” overall, 3.3 oz.
Rosewood Dymondwood®
Heavy-duty burgundy leather

490BKS ERGOHUNTER SMALL
GAMETM - Select
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Sheath

2-1/2” Wharncliffe, 420HC steel
7-1/4” overall, 3 oz.
Black Alcryn® rubber handle
Heavy-duty nylon
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OMNI HUNTER®
Heavy-duty, ergonomic design. These knives were designed with handsome styling features
including curved handles and grip ridges for easy handling. Crafted using thermoplastic handles
with a rubber over-mold, these knives are ideal for any condition. The gently sloping drop-point
blade is designed for use with any game.

393CMG9

393 OMNI HUNTER® 12PT
393CMG8

This fixed version
Blade
Length/Weight
Handle
Sheath

offers a lanyard hole.
4” drop point, 420HC steel
9-3/4” overall, 7.3 oz.
Full tang with Alcryn® rubber thermoplastic
Heavy-duty nylon in matching camo
Model #
Mossy Oak® Winter™ camo
393CMG8
®
Mossy Oak Blaze™ camo
393CMG9

395 FOLDING OMNI HUNTER® 10PT

395CMS8

395CMS9

This folding version has a mid-lockback design for added safety.
Blade 3” drop point, 420HC steel
Length/Weight 4-5/8” closed, 2.8 oz.
Handle Thermoplastic base with a partial
Dynaflex® rubber overmold
Sheath Heavy-duty nylon in matching camo
Model #
Mossy Oak® Winter™ camo
395CMS8
®
Mossy Oak Blaze™ camo
395CMS9

